Compound Expression Recognition In-the-wild with AU-assisted Meta Multi-task Learning
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Abstract

Facial expression recognition (FER) has received wide attention as an essential part of affective computing. Considering its ambiguity and variety, more attention has been paid to compound expression recognition. Since emotions are generated by the contraction of muscle groups, the action units (AUs) analysis has a vital role in FER. However, AU analysis of compound expression has only been conducted in the laboratory, lacking real-world databases with manually annotated compound expressions and AUs. We construct a real-world affective faces database of compound emotions (RAF-CE), with both compound expression labels and AU labels. Our AU analysis of compound facial expressions conducted on RAF-CE reveals that AU patterns and AU frequencies are different in the lab-controlled compound expressions and the real-world ones. Based on the analysis, we propose a meta-based multi-task learning (MML) for compound FER with AU recognition utilized as an auxiliary task. To fully exploit the priori AU-emotion constraint observed in RAF-CE, an alignment loss is introduced to explicitly match the distribution of AU and FE predictions with each other. Furthermore, we adopt meta-learning to adaptively adjust task weights and improve the positive effect of the auxiliary task. The method can learn refined expression representations latent in the facial topology. Experiments prove the effectiveness of the proposed method.

1. Introduction

Emotional states have been studied for a long history since the ancient Greek era [1], and it is widely believed that emotional states can be conveyed by facial expressions [5, 12, 19]. Therefore, sensing people’s emotional states through facial expressions by computers arouses great interest among researchers. Many algorithms are based on the categorical model, though many other models are proposed to describe people’s emotions [38]. Previous researches often focus on the model that classifies expressions into surprise, fear, disgust, happiness, sadness, and anger [11]. Recent studies have focused more attention on it that people would express more complex sentiments that are out of these six basic emotions [26, 31].

All facial expressions are composed of different facial muscles, i.e., action units (AUs) [10]. The facial action coding system (FACS) encodes emotions as combinations of basic muscle activation and defines a set of action units (AUs) to describe specific muscle activations [8, 9, 13], which is regarded as AU analyses on basic emotions. Du et al. [6, 7] constructed their model based on the basic model by combining two basic emotions and selecting meaningful ones. Emotions are eventually classified into two categories: basic emotions and compound emotions, where the latter contains 14 compound emotions. AU analyses are thus expanded from basic emotions to compound emotions [7]. However, compound one is only done in the lab since there is still no database with manually-annotated compound emotions and AUs. With the urge to understand emotions better, we aim to improve the accuracy of FER by performing AU analysis on compound facial expressions in the open environment.

In this paper, compound expressions and their relationships to AUs in the real-world social environment are studied. Since [2] concluded that most compound emotions are combined by two basic emotions, our study focuses on the mentioned 14 combinations instead of more complex emotions. First, we construct a Real-world Affective Faces database of Compound Expressions (RAF-CE)\textsuperscript{1} by mapping multi-label blended expressions in RAF-ML [26] to compound emotions and trimming the database to 4,549 images to align images with that of RAF-AU [39]. AU analysis is subsequently studied on in-the-wild compound emotions. Mainly focusing on the variation of AU activations in the wild, we found that real-world AU activations

\textsuperscript{1}http://www.whdeng.cn/RAF/model2.html
differed from posed ones in both AU patterns and activation frequencies. To the best of our knowledge, RAF-CE is the first real-world database containing both manually-annotated compound emotions and AU labels.

We then propose a new meta-learning multi-task learning (MML) with the inspiration of [22,23,28] for compound expression recognition in the wild. Focusing on FER, our net chooses AU detection as an auxiliary task. To better utilize task relationships, an alignment loss is introduced. With the alignment loss, AU and FE predictions constrain each other’s distribution explicitly through AU activation statistics in AU analysis. Besides, to meet the task priority challenge of multi-tasking learning, meta-learning is adopted in our method. Keeping the dominant status of FER, the meta net automatically learns auxiliary task weights and constraint task weights. Experiments and ablation studies on RAF-CE show the effectiveness of the proposed method.

2. Related Work

2.1. Databases beyond facial expressions

Past research has proposed some databases limitedly focusing on lab-controlled basic images. Several databases broke through this limitation, but still not enough to be used for analyzing unconstrained compound emotions. We next mainly list these groundbreaking databases. RAF-DB [27] is a real-world database and proposes a compound emotion subset with 3,954 images among twelve compound emotions. AffectNet [33] collects more than one million unconstrained images with not only labels of eight basic emotions but also valence-arousal dimensions. Affwild2 [24] further considers expression labels in three dimensions, it contains 558 in-the-wild videos and most of the videos are manually annotated with expression labels, AU labels, and valence-arousal labels. However, it only focuses on 7 basic emotions. EmotioNet [14] is a large-scale database with one million images extracted from the Internet. Among these images, the AUs of 25,000 images were manually annotated while that of other images are automatically detected. A small subset of EmotioNet also provides 2,474 images with six basic expressions and ten compound expressions. However, these emotions are inferred from the images’ AU labels.

2.2. Multi-task learning

Multi-task learning (MTL) is vastly similar to auxiliary learning and is a widely-known algorithm. The FER task is strongly related to the AU detection task. Emotions can be recognized through AU activations [13], and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) trained for FER tasks also can capture features that are highly related to AUs [21]. AU detection accordingly often acts as an auxiliary task to improve the FER performance [34].

Kollias and Zafeiriou [22, 23] formalized a new distribution matching loss to strengthen the relationship between the two tasks. It could accommodate AU detection with FER prediction via psychological lab-controlled AU analysis. Constrained by prior knowledge, AU prediction is tried to be consistent with FE prediction or vice versa. Nevertheless, this method ignores that the negative impact of prior constraints would increase as tasks are trained. Thus, we mitigate the excessive impact of alignment loss by adjusting the inputs of the loss.

A thorny problem is that imbalances between tasks may hinder proper training, since the network may assign the highest priority to one task. Therefore, MTL may excessively focus on one task by assigning gradients with larger magnitudes. Multiple MTL methods have been proposed to alleviate the problem [4, 15, 20, 25]. Our method uses meta-learning and adaptively weights the tasks’ loss owing to tasks’ sensitivity to weights [20], aiming to automatically adjust the importance of auxiliary tasks.

2.3. Meta auxiliary learning

Meta-learning is a general term describing the network’s autonomically using prior experience to optimize itself. The ‘learning-to-learn’ [36] has been gaining attention recently as an approach that can solve some bottlenecks faced by machine learning and continuously advance deep learning research [17, 32]. Though not distilling experiences on other tasks [37], MTL benefits from combining with meta-learning [18, 29]. Our method is inspired by meta auxiliary learning (MAL) network [28]. The MAL network assigns adaptive weights to input samples from AU and FE datasets via meta-learning and works well for learning over different databases. However, our experiments show that the method it not so applicable to databases that concurrently have AU and FE labels.

3. Database

3.1. RAF-CE

Our dataset focuses on 14 compound emotions as well as 32 AUs. To build a dataset that could be used to analyze the AU activation of each compound emotion, RAF-ML [26] and RAF-AU [39] are chosen. RAF-ML is a facial expression dataset that provides nearly 5,000 in-the-wild images with multi-labels, where each class label stands for one basic emotion. Based on RAF-ML, Yan et al. [39] annotated AUs for these images to create RAF-AU. We first selected the intersection of the two databases, then mapped multi-label expressions to 14 compound expressions. Herein, we reviewed the distributions of each image’s labels and retained the two labels with the highest probabilities. During the mapping process, images that are out of these compound emotions categories after the proposed process are
also eliminated, such as happily angry. 52 images are discarded, and 4549 images remain in total. Figure 1 demonstrates some pictures of these 14 compound emotions.

3.2. AU analysis

Herein, the AU activations and compound emotions in the wild are mainly focused. By using the AUs in RAF-AU to make the analysis, we count the frequencies of each AU presented over emotion, as shown in Tab. 1. It is necessary to mention that the three categories, fearfully disgusted, happily sad, and happily fearful, only have 36, 29 and 11 images in our database respectively. The AU analysis of these three emotions may vary as the number of images increases.

It is unsurprising that most AUs observed in each emotion are similar to the examination in [7]. However, differences are also relatively noticeable, reflected both in frequencies and AU patterns. For each emotion, Du et al. [6,7] classified activated AUs into prototypical AUs and variant AUs by the frequencies of subjects using each AU. AUs with frequencies equal to or greater than 70% are called prototypical AUs, and AUs with frequencies equal to or greater than 20% but less than 70% are called variant AUs. Besides, both prototypical AUs and variant AUs are considered as observed AUs.

Observation 1: Variation of observed AU patterns.

The most obvious change is the AU patterns of activation. People use different AUs when expressing their feelings in the wild. For example, AU 7 (lid tightener), which is prototypical in anger and is variant in all compound emotions that have anger as a subordinate class, is rarely activated in our database. Similarly, few people use AU 15 (lip corner depressor) to express their sadness, although the AU could be detected in the lab. Also, AU 20 (lip stretcher) is less activated when humans express feelings related to surprise and fear in the wild. Besides, AU 17 (chin raiser) and AU 24 (lip pressor) are also less activated in the open environment. Moreover, none of the expressions could have these three AUs as their observed AUs. Interestingly, AU 11 (nasolabial deepener), as a variant AU in four lab-controlled compound emotions, is never detected in one face.

Conversely, people habitually activate other AUs like AU16 (lower lip depressor) and AU27 (mouth stretch). Both AUs are not listed as observed AUs in the lab experiment but are classified as variant AUs or prototypical AUs in RAF-CE. An interesting thing is that most of the changes in activation patterns happen in variant AUs, meaning most prototypical AUs can still indicate emotions. Figure 2 shows the exclusive observed AUs of two different environments.

In addition to the AUs whose activation states are highly correlated with the environment, there are also some AUs that differ greatly between pairs of expressions but do not show a high correlation with the environment. Take AU2 (outer brow raiser) as an example. In some expressions like sadly fearful, AU 2 tends to be observed in lab-controlled environments. Nevertheless, in other expressions like fearfully angry, it tends to be more activated in the wild. AU6 (cheek raiser), AU9 (nose wrinlker), and AU26 (jaw drop) have similar situations.

Contrary to our conjecture, spontaneous emotions do not involve more AU classes. Real-world emotions only have 13 observed AU classes in total while posed ones have 15 AU classes.

Observation 2: People habitually activated several AUs.

Another impressive thing is that people habitually use AU 12 (Lip Corner Puller) and AU 25 (Lips part) in their spontaneous emotions. Although thought as an indicator of
Table 1. Compound AU analysis. Lab-controlled AU analysis is also listed as a comparison. Emotion labels represent the following 14 expressions in order: happily surprised, happily disgusted, sadly fearful, sadly angry, sadly surprised, sadly disgusted, fearfully angry, fearfully surprised, fearfully disgusted, angrily surprised, angrily disgusted, disgustedly surprised, happily fearful, and happily sad. Emotion labels with stars indicate that these rows of data are lab-controlled and data in the other rows are from RAF-CE. AUs in bold are prototypical AUs. Underlined AUs mean the AUs are exclusively observed in unconstrained emotions (red) or in posed emotions (blue).

Observation 3: Reductions of AU activation frequencies.

Generally, the frequencies of AUs activated by people in the wild are less than that in the lab. With the drop in frequencies, many prototypical AUs are reclassified as variant AUs, especially for AU 1 (inner brow raiser) and AU 4 (brow lowerer). Similarly, some variant AUs like AU 2 and AU 17 in the lab exist with a proportion less than 20% and thus cannot be classified as observed AUs. Nevertheless, there are also some newly-classified variant AUs, causing the rise of variant AU numbers. In summary, the mean number of prototypical AUs activated among 14 lab-controlled emotions is 3.30, while that of in-the-wild expressions is only 0.73. The average numbers of variant AUs are 1.35 and 2.12, respectively. As for all observed AU, 2.85 AUs are averagely activated in each spontaneous emotion compared with 4.65 AUs in each lab-controlled emotion. One exception is fearfully angry. 5.54 AUs are averagely activated to express fearfully angry, compared with 3.9 AUs in the lab.

4. Meta multi-task network

For a given image \( x \), we first introduce the traditional MTL [3] network. For AU detection, binary cross-entropy loss is exploited, which is formulated as:

\[
\mathcal{L}^{AU} = - \sum_{j=1}^{32} y^*_j \log(p^j_AU) + (1 - y^*_j) \log(1 - p^j_AU),
\]

where \( y^*_j \) means ground truth AU annotation and \( p^j_AU \) means the prediction of \( j \)th AU.

For FER, the cross-entropy loss is chosen. It is formulated as:

\[
\mathcal{L}^{emo} = - \sum_{k} y^*_k \log(p^k_{emo}),
\]
where \( y_{emo}^k \) and \( p_{emo}^k \) indicate \( k \)th ground truth and predicted score over 14 expressions, respectively. And for the traditional MTL, the network is trained to minimize the following multi-task loss:

\[
L_{MTTL} = L_{emo} + \rho L_{AU},
\]

where \( \rho \) denotes the manually-set weight of AU loss.

### 4.1. Task explicit association

The distribution matching method aims to couple the two tasks explicitly. For FE prediction \( p_{emo}^k \) of an input \( x \), its empirical AU distribution \( t_{AU}^{emo} \) can be calculated from the statistics in Tab. 1:

\[
t_{AU}^j = \frac{1}{14} \sum_{k=1}^{14} p_{emo}^k \cdot p(y_{AU}^j | y_{emo}^k),
\]

(4)

where \( p(y_{AU}^j | y_{emo}^k) \) is a constant that is derived from statistical results.

While [22, 23] used lab-controlled results, we choose in-the-wild ones. Once \( y_{emo}^k \) is fixed, \( p(y_{AU}^j | y_{emo}^k) \) would turn to statistical frequencies of corresponding AUs. For instance, \( t_{AU}^9 \) denotes AU 9 and it can be observed in happily disgusted, sadly angry, fearfully angry, and angrily disgusted. Therefore, \( t_{AU}^9 = (0.24 \cdot p_{happily\,disgusted} + 0.29 \cdot p_{sadly\,angry} + 0.56 \cdot p_{fearfully\,angry} + 0.33 \cdot p_{angrily\,disgusted}) \). Nevertheless, [22, 23] ignore the circumstance where \( p_{emo}^k \) will be extremely close to 1 for one emotion and very close to 0 for others as the FER is trained. \( t_{AU} \) then approximates the theoretical AU distribution of the emotion, which obstructing the learning of AU tasks. Therefore, the sigmoid function is adopted:

\[
q_{AU}^j = \frac{1}{14} \sum_{k=1}^{14} p_{emo}^k \cdot \text{Sigmoid}(p(y_{AU}^j | y_{emo}^k)).
\]

(5)

In this case, when \( p_{emo}^k = 1 \), its corresponding \( q_{AU} \) will be larger and the rest will become smaller, but in the reasonable gap. The first distribution matching loss is subsequently adopted based on cross-entropy loss:

\[
L_{DM1} = -\sum_{j=1}^{32} p_{AU}^j \log(q_{AU}^j).
\]

(6)

By minimizing the above loss, two distributions are led to match each other. It reflects the thought that, for example, when \( p_{emo}^k = 1 \), the emotion is more likely to be one of the four expressions mentioned above.

Another way is to calculate \( q_{emo}^k \) based on predicted AUs:

\[
q_{emo}^k = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{32} (p_{emo}^k \cdot p(y_{AU}^j | y_{emo}^k))}{\sum_{j=1}^{32} p(y_{AU}^j | y_{emo}^k)}.
\]

(7)

With \( q_{emo}^k \), the second distribution matching loss is introduced:

\[
L_{DM2} = -\sum_{k=1}^{14} p_{emo}^k \log(q_{emo}^k).
\]

(8)

By combining two losses, an alignment loss is formulated:

\[
L_{AM} = L_{DM1} + L_{DM2}.
\]

(9)

In this stage, the alignment MTL network is trying to minimize the following loss:

\[
L_{AMTL} = L_{emo} + \rho_1 L_{AU} + \rho_2 L_{AM}.
\]

(10)

### 4.2. Meta multi-task learning

Our base net needs to perform three tasks simultaneously. The meta-learning network is utilized to automatically weigh each loss. Considering that FER should be
dominant task, we imposed a constraint that the weight of FER is one. The network learns to minimize the alignment multi-task loss:

$$L_{AMTL} = L_{emo} + \omega_{AU} L_{AU} + \omega_{AM} L_{AM},$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $\omega_{AU}$ and $\omega_{AM}$ are adaptive weights learned by meta net.

As shown in Fig. 3, it contains two parts. One is the base net for predicting FEs and AUs of the images. The base net comprises a backbone net, a FE classifier, and an AU classifier. $\theta = \{\theta_b, \theta_{emo}^*, \theta_{AU}^*\}$ indicate parameters of the base net. We also denote $f(x)$ as outputs of the backbone net. The other part, denoted as $g(f(x); \psi)$, is the meta net with parameters $\psi$ for predicting weights $\omega = \{w_{AU}, w_{AM}\}$. The training process of each iteration contains three parts: (i) meta-train, (ii) meta-test (iii) base-learning.

(i) **Meta-train.** As shown in Fig. 3, for a sample $x_i$ in a mini-batch $B$ from the training set, meta net predicts weights using features extracted by the backbone net. Combined with the outputs of the base net, the total loss will be:

$$L_{MTL} = \sum_{i=1}^{B} (L_{emo}^i + \omega_{AU}^i L_{AU}^i + \omega_{AM}^i L_{AM}^i).$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The parameter will then be updated:

$$\theta^* = \theta - \alpha \nabla_{\theta} L_{MTL},$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where $\alpha$ indicates the learning rate of the base net.

(ii) **Meta-test.** This stage aims to optimize $\psi$ based on the updated base net. On the validation set, we calculate the corresponding loss: $L_{val} = L_{emo}$. Then meta net will be updated:

$$\hat{\psi} = \psi - \beta \nabla_{\psi} L_{val}(\theta_{emo}^*),$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where $\beta$ is learning rate of meta net, $\theta_{emo}^* = \{\theta_b^*, \theta_{emo}^*\}$ are updated parameters in base net. Herein, the network is to calculate the second derivative:

$$\nabla_{\psi} L_{val} = \nabla_{\psi} \left( L_{(G_{emo})} L_{val} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

(iii) **Base-learning.** With newly-updated parameters of meta net, base net will be trained again by calculating $\hat{L}_{MTL}$.

$$\hat{L}_{MTL} = \sum_{i=1}^{B} L_{emo}^i(\theta_{emo}^*) + \sum_{i=1}^{B} \hat{w}_{AU}^i L_{AU}^i(\theta_{AU}^*)$$

$$+ \sum_{i=1}^{B} \hat{w}_{AM}^i L_{AM}^i(\theta),$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where $\hat{\omega}_{AU}^i$ and $\hat{\omega}_{AM}^i$ means weights generated by newly-updated meta net.

Parameters in base net will be updated again:

$$\hat{\theta} = \theta - \alpha \nabla_{\theta} \hat{L}_{MTL}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

After finishing the training process, our net conducts testing by predicting only compound emotions.
5. Experiments

5.1. Database

To our best knowledge, since RAF-CE is the first in-the-wild database with both compound emotion labels and AU manual annotations, our experiments were consequently mainly conducted on RAF-CE.

5.2. Training details

The training set was randomly selected by one-fourth to form the validation sets. A 34-layer ResNet [16] pre-trained on CASIA-WebFace [40] without the last fully connected layer was adopted as the backbone. It takes in an RGB image with 112×112 size and passes the output to classifiers and meta net. One fully connected layer for each classifier and one fully connected layer with a sigmoid activation function for meta net are adopted, where the parameters for the layer used in the meta net are set to zero. For RAF-CE, the mini-batch size is set to 16. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is chosen as an optimization method for base net and meta net. Learning rates of backbone, classifiers, and meta-net are 0.001, 0.01, and 0.01, respectively. Moreover, all our experiments are implemented using PyTorch on NVIDIA Tesla T4 GPU, and it costs approximately 15 hours to train the model. For single-task learning (STL) and traditional MTL, the pre-trained 34-layer ResNet is adopted. All network details are the same as that of the base net. Moreover, traditional MTL only calculates \( L^{emo} \) and binary cross-entropy loss \( L^{AU} \) with traversal AU weights.

5.3. Results

The overall accuracy was used as the main evaluation criterion. Besides, we also adopt the mean diagonal value of the confusion matrix over all emotions to evaluate the results.

Comparison with other methods. As shown in Tab. 2, it can be observed that our method gets better performance. Our method outperforms single-task learning and multi-task learning by 3.74% and 1.98%. Among 14 compound emotions, our method also achieves better results, particularly showing superior performance on categories with small sample sizes. This could be due to the fact that people express these emotions less frequently, resulting in relatively lower variability, and thus prior knowledge can have a greater impact.

We select some samples, the recognition result of which are corrected by our method, and apply Grad-CAM [35] to visualize the corresponding attention maps of traditional multi-task learning and our method. As illustrated in Fig. 4, our net focuses more on the highly-related AUs to predict the correct class consequently.

Comparison with lab-controlled statistics. The relationships extracted by [6, 7] are also attempted in our methods. Some changes are made to get better results. Since categories of AUs vary more between different expressions, all \( p(y_{AU} | y_{emo}) \) are set to ones while moving the sigmoid function backward to balance alignment and AU detection:

\[
q_{AU} = \text{Sigmoid}(\sum_{i=1}^{14} p_{emo} \cdot p(y_{AU} | y_{emo}))
\]

The results are shown in Tab. 3, where the method with our statics outperforms theirs by 0.22%.

Ablation study. We also analyze our method using ablation studies by using meta-learning or aligning distributions individually. Two meta nets for meta-learning are trained to choose the better one. One only predicted \( \omega_{AU} \), with \( L^{total} = L^{emo} + \omega_{AU} L^{AU} \). The other predicted both \( \omega_{AU} \) and \( \omega_{emo} \), following the loss \( L^{total} = \omega_{emo} L^{emo} + \omega_{AU} L^{AU} \). For alignment loss method, the net with \( L^{total} = L^{emo} + p_1 L^{AU} + p_2 L^{AM} \) is trained.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>happily surprised</th>
<th>happily disgusted</th>
<th>sadly fearful</th>
<th>sadly angry</th>
<th>sadly surprised</th>
<th>sadly disgusted</th>
<th>fearfully angry</th>
<th>fearfully surprised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STL</td>
<td>57.14</td>
<td><strong>18.52</strong></td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td><strong>73.03</strong></td>
<td>39.53</td>
<td><strong>78.76</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTL</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td><strong>18.52</strong></td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>11.36</td>
<td><strong>24.00</strong></td>
<td>71.35</td>
<td><strong>41.86</strong></td>
<td>74.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MML(Ours)</td>
<td><strong>77.78</strong></td>
<td>7.41</td>
<td><strong>27.78</strong></td>
<td><strong>13.64</strong></td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>62.92</td>
<td><strong>41.86</strong></td>
<td>61.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Performance comparison on RAF-CE. Accuracies on each emotion are listed. ‘Acc.’ is the overall accuracy; ‘Diag.’ is the mean diagonal value of the confusion matrix.

Figure 5. Curves: (a) Iteration-accuracy (b) Iteration-weights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Diag.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>52.37</td>
<td>30.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab [6, 7]</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>54.12</td>
<td>30.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MML(Ours)</td>
<td>55.01</td>
<td>30.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the wild</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>53.36</td>
<td>28.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MML(Ours)</td>
<td><strong>55.23</strong></td>
<td><strong>31.68</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Ablation study on RAF-ML. ‘MAL’ means meta auxiliary network is separately used. ‘AM’ means alignment loss method is separately used. ‘Diag.’ means the mean diagonal value of the confusion matrix.

As shown in Tab. 3, our method outperforms meta auxiliary learning and alignment net by 2.86% and 1.87%. Furthermore, MAL method underperforms MTL, when used individually. The poor results of MAL reflect that paying too much attention to AU detection without constraints will cause negative transfer [30]. Also, statistics from labs perform better when we use alignment loss individually. The disappointing result is related to the low proportion of AU activation that we summarized earlier. For in-the-wild statistics, premature introduction of the alignment loss can inhibit AU detection.

Weights analysis. Changes in weights by calculating average weights in each epoch are recorded. The statistics are visualized in Fig. 5. $\omega^{AM}$ first decreased and next increased rapidly to one, and $\omega^{AU}$ firstly showed an upward trend with some fluctuations, then decreased sharply, followed by an increment. One can observe that the changes between the two weights are roughly opposite during the early stages. The phenomenon shows that the net first focused on the FER task. After the convergence of the FER task, AU detection and alignment turned into dominant tasks. As the FER accuracy rose, the alignment loss had a positive effect and improved the accuracy of FER. And before FER task is fully trained, alignment of AU and expression distribution will hinder task coordination.

6. Conclusion

This work simplified the real-world multi-label facial expression database RAF-ML to a compound expression database RAF-CE. AU analysis was conducted with manually annotated AUs extracted from RAF-AU. Moreover, AU analysis has shown the diversity and differences in real-world muscle activation from that in the lab. Based on the analysis, we presented a meta-based multi-task network to get better collaboration between AU detection and FER tasks. Experiments and visualized results confirmed the effectiveness of the method.
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